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much value, though France might have claimed the
Harar district on this loosely worded pact.
Anyone who knows Abyssinia and reads through the
various treaties connected with it, up to and including
the Hoare-Laval agreement, cannot avoid feeling that
they were all drafted by men utterly ignorant of the
general features of the country, and without the faintest
knowledge of its inhabitants, or regard for their interests
and welfare.
England and France were not sufficiently concerned,
and Italy was not strong enough to bring about that
disturbance of the status quo which all three would have
so deeply deplored. Pre-war Italy was a mere tyro isi
the game of empire-building, but both France and
England had enjoyed a century of experience. They
knew every trick and turn—the * frontier incident';
the 'financial adviser9; the loan secured on customs;
missions, military and religious; consuls and their
escorts; the ambiguous treaty; the support of rival
claimants to the throne; and even what used to be
irreverently known as 'the policy of the unpopular
babu.'1 The whole trouble has been that Italy entered
into this fascinating sport, with all the enthusiasm of
the latecomer, after a war which was supposed to end
wars, and also after the Powers had forsworn the game
of empire-building. The Duce is heavy-handed as as
Imperialist, and Italy showed little finesse in her dealings
with Ethiopia.
By 1919 she had made no advance, actually or diplo-
matically. The only change since 1906 had been the
^ The last method was' sometimes found useful in the Middle
East. A Hindu clerk, not selected for tact or personal charm, would
be sent as postmaster to some coveted town over the border* With
any luck he would be at least * beaten up * within a few *npnths,
and England could then send 10 a force to protect her nationals

